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Turing test

I The original Turing Test requires three terminals, each of which
is physically separated from the other two.

I One terminal is operated by a computer, while the other two are
operated by humans.

I One of the humans functions as the questioner, while the
second human and the computer function as respondents.

I The questioner interrogates the respondents within a specific
subject area, using a specified format and context.

I After a preset length of time or number of questions, the
questioner is then asked to decide which respondent was
human and which was a computer.
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Turing test
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Turing test
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What is AI

1979 version:

Theorem (Tesler)
AI is whatever hasn’t been done yet.

2019 version:

Theorem (Brazdil)
AI is whatever has been done so far.
... and will be in the future.
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Questions ...
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Bongard’s problems

I Preprocessing, stage 1: line segment, curve, horizontal,
vertical, black, white, big, small, pointy, round ...

I Preprocessing, stage 2: triangle, circle, square,
indentation, protrusion, right angle, vertex, cusp, arrow ...
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Higher level descriptions ...
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Search ...
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Templates, sameness, concepts

Template 1:
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Templates, sameness, concepts

Template 2:
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Templates, sameness, concepts

Template 3:
I-A II-A
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Templates, sameness, concepts

Template 4:
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Templates, sameness, concepts

Template 5: For II-E
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Concept network
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Biological and Mathematical neurons
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Formal neuron (without bias)

σ
ξ

x1 x2 xn

y

w1 w2

· · ·

wn

I x1, . . . , xn ∈ R are inputs
I w1, . . . ,wn ∈ R are weights
I ξ is an inner potential;

almost always ξ =
∑n

i=1 wixi

I y is an output given by y = σ(ξ)
where σ is an activation function;
e.g. a unit step function

σ(ξ) =

1 ξ ≥ h ;

0 ξ < h.

where h ∈ R is a threshold.
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History of neurocomputers

I 1951: SNARC (Minski et al)
I the first implementation of neural network
I a rat strives to exit a maze
I 40 artificial neurons (300 vacuum tubes, engines, etc.)
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History of neurocomputers

I 1957: Mark I Perceptron (Rosenblatt et al) - the first
successful network for image recognition

I Recognized digits 0 - 9.
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ALVINN (in 1989!)
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Image classification network
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Image classification network
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ILSVRC

Image recognition competition since 2010 (more than million
color images, 1000 classes).
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Top-5 error in ILSVRC - It works!
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Panda - It does not work!
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Deep learning Bongard?

The first rather amateurish attempt in 2018(!)
I Used synthetitc data (insufficient number of true puzzles).
I Solved a classification version (10 images to "learn",

classify remaining 2).
I Results for 232 "true" problems:

I solved: 47,
I correct: 41.

I That is, 20% of problems solved, with 87% accuracy.
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Questions ...
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RNN generator
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Shakespeare

I Generating Shakespeare letter by letter.

I Trained on Shakespeare’s plays (4.4MB).

VIOLA: Why, Salisbury must find his flesh and thought That which I
am not aps, not a man and in fire, To show the reining of the raven
and the wars To grace my hand reproach within, and not a fair are
hand, That Caesar and my goodly father’s world; When I was heaven
of presence and our fleets, We spare with hours, but cut thy council I
am great, Murdered and by thy master’s ready there My power to give
thee but so much as hell: Some service in the noble bondman here,
Would show him to her wine.

KING LEAR: O, if you were a feeble sight, the courtesy of your law,
Your sight and several breath, will wear the gods With his heads, and
my hands are wonder’d at the deeds, So drop upon your lordship’s
head, and your opinion Shall be against your honour.
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Wikipedia

I Hutter Prize 100MB dataset from Wikipedia (96MB)
Naturalism and decision for the majority of Arab countries’ capitalide was
grounded by the Irish language by [[John Clair]], [[An Imperial Japanese
Revolt]], associated with Guangzham’s sovereignty. His generals were the
powerful ruler of the Portugal in the [[Protestant Immineners]], which could be
said to be directly in Cantonese Communication, which followed a ceremony
and set inspired prison, training. The emperor travelled back to [[Antioch,
Perth, October 25|21]] to note, the Kingdom of Costa Rica, unsuccessful
fashioned the [[Thrales]], [[Cynth’s Dajoard]], known in western [[Scotland]],
near Italy to the conquest of India with the conflict. Copyright was the
succession of independence in the slop of Syrian influence that was a famous
German movement based on a more popular servicious, non-doctrinal and
sexual power post. Many governments recognize the military housing of the
[[Civil Liberalization and Infantry Resolution 265 National Party in Hungary]],
that is sympathetic to be to the [[Punjab Resolution]] (PJS)[http:
//www.humah.yahoo.com/guardian.cfm/7754800786d17551963s89.htm

Official economics Adjoint for the Nazism, Montgomery was swear to
advance to the resources for those Socialism’s rule, was starting to signing a
major tripad of aid exile.]]
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Xml halucination:

<page>
<title>Antichrist</title>
<id>865</id>
<revision>
<id>15900676</id>
<timestamp>2002-08-03T18:14:12Z</timestamp>
<contributor>
<username>Paris</username>
<id>23</id>

</contributor>
<minor />
<comment>Automated conversion</comment>
<text xml:space="preserve">
#REDIRECT [[Christianity]]</text>

</revision>
</page>
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LaTeX

I Algebraic geometry textbook.
I LaTeX source (16MB).
I Almost compilable.
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Linux source code

I Trained on all source files of Linux kernel concatenated
into a single file (474MB of C code).
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Evolution of Shakespeare

100 iter.:

300 iter.:

500 iter.:

700 iter.:

1200 iter.:

2000 iter.:
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From GEB 2.0

DNA from nontheorems? It can be extended

We can’t generate the desired loop below a MIU-system of
question German and Warring’s early dneadic.

Did I never tell you that did not see a less mirror of a
popping-tonic
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Questions ...
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Game playing

How good is AI in playing games?

GEB (1979):
I Man-programmed heuristics playing checkers (reasonably

well)

Second "AI summer" (90s):
I Kasparov beaten by deep blue

(1997)
I Tesauro: Reinforcement learning

algorithm reached an expert level in
backgammon by self-play (1995)

Current AI: Super-human skills reached by self-play in
I Go
I Chess
I Poker
I Starcraft
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Questions ...
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Last words

In the first place would be if it were true, but so they really
consider TNT.

(excerpt from GEB, 2. edition, Hofstadter AI et al)
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